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For years, there have been whispers about Amazon's advertising ambitions. As the Internet has matured, Google and Facebook have become the dominant players for online ads, to the detriment of independent online media. But there has always been the spectre of the Amazon; Although it has not yet dominated, so many people are using its services and
Amazon is known for its ability to dominate a myriad of industries, that it was only a matter of time before it became an advertising superpower. We are now starting to see the company try to do that. In recent years, Amazon's advertising revenue, which was made primarily through people using Amazon.com to search for products, has become a multi-billion
dollar business. Now CNBC reports that Amazon-owned IMDb plans to launch a new TV streaming service on Fire TV this week. It would be available to all users (meaning not just Prime), and will provide a way for the company to break into television advertising. The service will feature both TV shows and movies, according to anonymous CNBC sources
talked with. By offering free ad-supported video content, Amazon will be able to become even more attractive to digital marketers. The report adds that the company will give marketers access to its proprietary data to help target video advertising for the first time on Fire TV. Amazon is currently the third largest digital advertiser, behind Facebook and Google,
but it has only 4% of the market share. Creating new ways for advertisers to both tap into Amazon's data, as well as deliver video ads for the company's streaming content, will surely catch the eye of marketers. I have reached out to Amazon and will update if I hear in return. This service has been hinted for months - now CNBC says it will be unveiled in the
coming days. We're going to have to see how the duopoly reacts. (Pocket-lint) - It has all the ingredients to be a great success; a first-class director in David Fincher (Seven, Fight Club and The Curious Case of Benjamin Button), a screenplay by a proven expert - Aaron Sorkin (The West Wing and A Few Good Men) - and one of the most promising actors in
Hollywood in Jesse Eisenberg.But, it's also a film on Facebook and co-stars Justin Timberlake.To be honest, he could have gone both ways. But Sony and Columbia Pictures will breathe a big sigh of relief after the opening weekend of The Social Network saw it record big box office receipts when it was released in the U.S., and also some fairly favorable
public reviews and the best It went straight into number one in the US box office charts, with a weekend return opening of $23 million in ticket sales. With a budget of about $40 million to $50 million (according to the report you believe), the film is on track to make a profit for the studios, even before it gets its worldwide release later this month. Critics have also
praised it. Roger Ebert of the Chicago Sun-Times, gave him four stars and wrote: David Fincher's film has rare rare quality be not only as intelligent as his brilliant hero, but in the same way. He is cocksure, impatient, cold, exciting and instinctively perceptive. Rolling Stone's Peter Travers also gave the four-star film (the first time he gave four this year) and
said: The Social Network is the film of the year. But Fincher and Sorkin triumphed to go further. Lacing their scathing mind with painful sadness, they define the dark irony of the last decade. He also went very well with the audience. IMDB currently has a rating of 8.6 for the film, and Rotten Tomatoes has it with an audience rating of 83 percent (to go with its
97 percent review rating fresh). The social network hits UK cinemas on 15 October. Writing by Paul Lamkin. In a recent article where we counted all the film's revenue (and losses) for superhero movies, Superman came to number 7 with an average inflation-linked profit of $422 million per movie (no thanks at all to Superman IV: The Quest for Peace) and
Batman came to number 5 with an inflation-adjusted profit of $704 million per movie. (That's counting the international box office as well as video-on-demand and other revenue streams.) But considering the release of Batman v. Superman, we thought it was time to go very far in the numbers. The first two superman films were massively budgeted for their
time, each costing $50 million. It is now the equivalent of a $200 million film. Richard Donner's first Superman in 1979 was the dawn of the superhero movie, and will not be followed by another serious superhero movie for nearly 10 years until Tim Burton's Batman. Both films were highly profitable, earning $300 million and $100 million worldwide, which,
when adjusted for inflation, makes the first Superman the equivalent of a billion-dollar artist internationally (on par with The Dark Knight). Superman Global Box Office: $300.2 (Millions) Global Additional Revenues (DVD VOD and TV): $100 (Estimated) Budget: - $55 Global Publicity and Marketing: - $15 (Estimated) Cinema Take of Box Office: - $130 Million
(Estimated) Final Profit/Loss: $200 Million Profit (This is 1979 dollars, which when adjusted for inflation, would be a trillion dollars today!) Superman II Global Box Office: $108.2 (Millions) Global Additional Revenues (DVD and VOD TV): $100 (Estimated) Budget: - $54 Global Publicity and Marketing: - $20 (Estimated) Cinema Take of Box-office: - $35 million
(estimate) Profit/final loss: $99.2 million Profit (Our calculations average for TV and DVD and video revenue on demand for more recent movies, but also account for the cinemas, marketing and distribution rooms.) The third and fourth superman films are what happens when studio executives decide to kill a property. Even though the previous two films made
their money, the studio decided that the third film could be made for much less, and the fourth just a fraction of the original cost (despite being made nearly a decade later). later). of course, completely reverses the growing trajectory of most film sequels. Superman IV: The Quest for Peace had a budget of only $17 million - that's probably why the movie looks
like crap. Superman III Global Box Office: $75.8 (Millions) Global Additional Revenues (DVD VOD and TV): $10 (Estimated) Budget: - $39 Global Publicity and Marketing: - $10 (Estimated) Cinema Take of Box Office: - $15 (Estimated) Final Profit/Loss: $21.8 Million Profit Superman IV: The Quest for Peace Global Box Office: $19.3 (Millions) Global
Additional Revenues (DVD and VOD TV): $4 (Estimated) Budget: - $17 Global Publicity and Marketing: - $5 (Estimated) Cinema Take of Box Office: -$4 Million (Estimated) Final Profit/Loss: - $2.7 Million Loss Then in 2006, they attempted to remake Superman, claiming that only the first two films had existed and that Superman III and IV did not. The film,
although it made a lot of money, didn't really have many fans, and it was so incredibly expensive (and for the cost, it didn't return many big pieces of budget), that its final profit was marginal. Superman Returns Global Box Office: $391.1 (Millions) Global Additional Revenues (DVD VOD and TV: $356.1 (Estimated) Budget: - $270 Global Publicity and
Marketing: - $200 (Estimated) Cinema Take of Box Office: $195 Million (Estimated) Final Profit/Loss: $82 Million Profit This time, they re-made Superman from scratch and re-did his origin story. Despite the movie being produced nearly a decade later, they still made it much cheaper than Superman Returns, and it had a lot of bang for its money, you actually
got to see the cosmic size destruction, which is really what you want in a superman movie. It has become extremely profitable, but not yet quite profitable on the scale of The Dark Knight or The Avengers. Man of Steel Global Box Office: $662.8 (Millions) Global Additional Revenues (DVD VOD and TV): $714.8 (Estimated) Budget: - $225 Global Publicity and
Marketing: - $200 (Estimated) Cinema Take of Box Office: - $331 Million (Estimated) Final Profit/Loss: $621.6 Million Profit The Office Box is a quarterly subscription box full of exclusive, merch under official license of the hit TV show. Inside, you'll find exclusive clothes, accessories, household items, and more that you just can't go anywhere else. I was a
longtime fan of The Office, but I didn't know what a real fan was until I met my husband. It will watch and rewatch every season from start to finish from time to time just because. Every quote, GIF, and joke from him comes from The Office so I knew we'd both like this box! This box was sent to us free of charge for review. (See review process post Learn
more about how we review the boxes.) About The Office Box The Subscription Box: The Office Box Cost: $39.99/quarter - Shipping The Products: Bears. Beet. Galactica Battlestar. The official subscription box The Office is here! Get exclusive collectibles, clothing and accessories under official license based on your characters and episodes delivered directly
to your door every quarter. Ships to: The U.S. and Canada The Office Box Summer 2020 Review Each box comes with a map showing each of the items included. 1 of 4 2 out of 4 4 4 4 Prison Mike Bandana Just see this bandana makes me laugh, plus I like that he also has the best boss cup and The desktop printed on it. It would actually be great to have to
use for a super easy but funny Halloween costume! This is from the episode where Michael claims to be an ex-convict, AKA Mike prison. He plays Mike prison in a meeting with everyone to scare them directly because someone in the office said that prison is better than being in the office. You guys got it soft and fluffy! 1 of 3 2 out of 3 3 of 3 Greetings from
Scranton Tee What a great shirt! I like that it's kind of a subtle way to show your love of the show. The fabric is super soft and I love the Logo of The Office on the bottom. Inside the word Scranton shows small images of the show as well! It's a bit big for me, so my husband happily added it to his T-shirt collection. Kevin Malone Costume Apron My husband
immediately pulled out this and asked me to take a picture of him in it to send it to his friends. He loved it so much! I love a good apron, but this one really takes the cake as being the best we have now! We were in a chili cook last year and I would really like us to have that at the time. Kevin and his chili isn't much of the episode that it is, but it's probably
Kevin's best moment and one that's so memorable. Kevin talks about how he cooks his chili, how cooking chili is the only thing he does best, and as he talks, they show him carrying this huge pot of chili in the office only to fall and spill it on the floor. He finds everything he can to try to pick it all up in the pot. It's so funny yet so sad; I mean, as someone who
travels a lot, I felt so bad for him at the time. WUPHF Bumper Sticker Anyone else out there love Ryan?! I think I just love the actor, but I always had a special place in my heart for him, even though he was pretty rude most of the time. So this little bumper sticker comes from the company that Ryan is starting. It's super confusing and makes no sense, but
again is just typical Ryan. The company is a cross portal messaging system that he eventually sells for the domain name, and he's kind of going into this great thing with Michael since he eventually became an investor. Even though my son never saw The Office, he asked me if he could put that sticker on his skateboard that we thought were super funny! 1 of
3 2 out of 3 3 Fax Machine with Jim Letter trolling Dwight is my favorite thing! Reading this letter made me laugh so hard, and I like that the note is on the actual pin as well! That's from the moment Jim works in a different office, but he took with him part of Dwight's header so he could randomly send faxes to Dwight. The funny thing is that he sends letters
letters him as future Dwight so he always freaks out Dwight a lot! This brooch is not super thick, but it has two backs to keep it well in place. This just earned a spot on my husband's favorite jacket which is covered with special pins and patches. 1 of 7 2 out of 7 3 out of 7 4 on 7 5 out of 7 7 7 of 7 Michael Scott Beach Games Smols Vinyl Figure Bobbleheads
are my husband's favorites. His office at his office is covered with bobbleheads that he has collected over the years. Now that he's working from home for the rest of this year, we've been trying to get his head office to feel a little more comfortable. So this earned a place on his new desk! This is the episode where everyone goes to a nearby lake for some
beach games. Everyone quickly discovers that Michael is being interviewed for a position at Corporate and that the winner of the beach games will become the new regional director. It gets intense in the best way possible! I also read that during the filming of this episode, it was super hot throughout the day, but it was very cold at night, so it was really hard
for them to film. 1 of 3 2 out of 3 3 of 3 Sumo Match Pint Glass This is one of those episodes where I laugh so hard that I cry every time I see it. When Andy rolls into the lake and floats away in his sumo outfit, omg the best! This pint glass has a quote from Jim that says: I've never seen that look in a man's eyes... Never. I thought I might die. The day of the
beach. It's from when Stanley fights Jim at the beach day and Stanley is so super intense about it. Seeing Stanley on this glass with this quote will provide me with endless laughs every time I use it! 1 of 4 2 out of 4 3 out of 4 4 of 4 Kevin Malone Bobblehead I would have liked to have had this bobblehead for our chili cookoff last year, he would have made the
perfect either first place or trophy of last place! Anyway, this is another item that made its way to my husband's home office, and he got a quick photo shoot to send to his friends as well. Kevin is seriously so dry and funny that everything he makes me laugh, but the idea of picking him up the spilled chili is just too much. I love him! What a fun way to complete
this box! The verdict: The Office Box this month provided me with so many laughs that I really needed! My husband is a big fan of the show, so we used to unpack this one together. It usually ends up watching us clips from each episode, so we both cry at the moment we got through all the elements. I mean, if that doesn't tell you how awesome this box is
then I don't know what else is going! Every item this month was so unique, nothing I saw in a store. The bobbleheads have all found a new place in the office My husband. The pint glass and apron are now staples in our kitchen, and the brooch has found a place on my husband's favorite jacket. I love that this month came with two Kevin articles because,
honestly, Kevin's chili is just the funniest thing ever. The beach games is an episode that makes me cry with laughter all I watch it so I was blown away to get two items that go with this episode. I haven't been able to find retail values for these products, but with the monthly cost of $39.99, each of the 8 products has an average value of $4.99. This may seem
a bit high for some of the items, but if you're a real fan of the show, it's an awesome box to get quarterly! For me, it's an awesome box for us because we're both fans of the show, but I think it would also make an amazing gift to another office lover who still can't get enough merch even long after the show stopped! To conclude: Can you still get this box if you
sign up today? If you subscribe today, your first regular box will be the Fall Party Planning Committee box! Value breakdown: This box costs $39.99 per quarter, which means that each of the box's 8 exclusive items has an average cost of $4.99. Keep track of your subscriptions: add this box to your subscription list or wish list! What do you think of The Office
Box for the summer of 2020? 2020?
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